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	_3_ Other Notes_w02F44t52I1WGl21NLRmgw: Notes:  Band 8 Clear Sky precision not within spec. (~4.8m/s v/s 4.2 m/s).  Bands used for DMW:  2,7,8,9,10,14.  Either Clouds, Clear Sky H2Ov, or both.Mode 3 temporal rates for FD, CONUS, MDS, are 60,15,5 minutes respectively.Top Level Evaluation  Visual inspection (cadence, availability)       Missing band 2 (VIS) in southern full disk.  Quantitative performance (accuracy, precisions)       Overall performance for all wind types is good.       Improved understanding of DMW quality as measured against reference data.7 Provisional PLPTs focused on accuracy and precision.For the models, is every count used or is there a threshold of count magnitude before the winds are used?  All used.  Radiosonde data are used as truth for validation.  Bands 8,9,14 exceed precision (~4.8 v/s 4.2m/s)Slide 39 - Summary of accuracy and precision comparisons.Consider taking a look at the 6-hourly radiosonde data taken for specific storms.  Could expanding the time-of-day radiosonde data (vice 00Z & 12Z) to time when there are other daily stability conditions yield different results?   Future algorithm update uses more opaque clouds to derive first guesses.  This appears to resolve some of the extreme outlier cloud height assignment issues.  Gross error checking (speed and direction) is used routinely in Jaime's analysis.  Next priorities:First priority - Update cloud height algorithm (to be addressed by cloud height PI).  Second priority - Update DMW algorithm QC Thresholds.  
	_2_ If Conditionally Approved,_hM4Qyq5Q9Sy3H-oWbzNM*A: 
	Approval Status_1_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Off
	Approval Status_0_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Yes
	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: The ABI L2 Product Derived Motion Winds (DMW), also known as AMVs (Atmospheric Motion Vectors), have met the definition of Provisional Validation Maturity and are declared Provisional!  The AWG DMW team provided a thorough, comprehensive and insightful analysis which was truly appreciated by the PS-PVR Panel.  Distribution: - Any PDA subscribers may now have access to DMW data if they wish.  - Any HRIT or GNC-A distribution of DMW is also now permitted.  - Currently, PDA and STAR are serving the DMWs to EUMETSAT, NRL, KMA, JMA.  - The STAR distributions will be transitioned over to PDA.  - Next week the GOES-16 DMWs will go into GTS.  Period of validation analysis:Data collection for Provisional analysis and for EMC assessments started on Nov 1, 2017.  Data analysis based on Nov 1st through mid-January minus two weeks for drift.  Quality of the DMWs:- Frame-to-frame registration is Excellent!  This is critical for accurate feature tracking.- The former Beta maturity issues with height assignment, missing data blocks during Mode 4 testing, threshold updates, and a total of ~20 specific issues were resolved in DO.05 and DO.06 implementations.- Accuracy specs are met in all cases (bands, domains, reference data).- Precision specs not met in the 350-500mb layer for some bands.  - Negative speed bias at upper levels and positive speed bias at mid levels indicative of sub optimal cloud height assignments.- In a mean sense, at some heights, the height assignments are a bit too high in the atmosphere.  NWS AWIPS Readiness:- AWIPS is distributing CONUS and MDS, but not FD due to bandwidth constraints.- NWS has submitted AWIPS formatting/configuration changes in order to provide seamless time displays within AWIPS.  Time stamping is being reconciled for display cadence instead of processing cadence.  Fix should be in place likely in the April/May timeframe.  NWS EMC Readiness:- The AWG DMW team has exceptional working relationships with EMC.  - EMC assimilated GOES-16 AMVs starting at 12Z on 1/5/2018.  Tanking (encoded to db) and dumping (binned to model cycle times), as well as assimilation in operational model runs.- EMC reports no remarkable gains nor negative impacts with respect to legacy GOES-13 AMVs; although, EMC has never been able to provide sensitivity insights for an individual satellite input.  
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